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Rusinka I. Self education and personal development
The process of personality development is defined by a social inheritance. Parents, 

teachers, surroundings cultivate dogmas, beliefs, stereotypes in children with the help of the law 
of a social inheritance. They try to hold all these in their consciousness until they take them as 
an integral part of their beliefs. In some time they may become conditional and reflex part of a 
man’s behavior.

Consequently there is a necessity to analyze attentively how this method of a new teaching 
and a new experience effects and how it determines the personality to choose a definite type of 
behavior.

That’s why we must begin with that on the level of words told by parents and by influence 
of some surroundings I-image is formed in a person, the core of it is the combination of a 
person’s notions about himself/herself and with the notions about him/her by other people. It 
helps forming some system of beliefs and faith in person’s consciousness and a person begins to 
identify himself/herself with them.

What is the reason of such behavior?
Any behavior, any skill, any belief we obey depend on the pattern put in the basis of their 

functioning. The very thing determines them and support the person’s integrity.
Pattern is the term defining the example or model describing a definite sequence of 

thinking or real events; in other words, this is a good adopted stereotype. Why is it necessary to 
study this phenomenon? Because when we begin to define the main models and structures of 
thinking and to realize their availability in our consciousness, more exact subconsciousness then 
it becomes possible to be free from the pressure of multiple restrictions based on nonproductive 
patterns which prevent a psychological person’s development. They reduce flexibility and 
openness necessary for a productive and adequate person’s reaction in different situations.

The ability to determine and identify patterns and structures put in the base of our 
experience is a secret of success of a quick studying, self-knowledge and forming productive 
relations with surroundings.

Judging from the preceding there is an urgent necessity of neutralization of a negative 
influence of surroundings and forming of a new positive personality’s I-image through 
reemphasizing his/her last experience. Multiple experiments confirmed such scientific fact: for 
example, as soon as there is a positive change in a man’s I-image, his/her personal problems 
and tasks are done quickly and without excessive efforts. Self-consciousness is stabilized giving a 
person calm insurance in his/her possibilities.

What a conviction we chose our mind would find enough motives to support it.
If we fill our consciousness with a bright insurance in ourselves the principle of self-

suggestion will take this belief, strengthen it as a dominant thought and help us to overcome 
obstacles occurring on your way to a success.

Key words: self-awareness, self-image, patterns, naveivanie world, self-controm, personal 
growth.
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